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YOUR DRIVES
AREMANUFACTURER
SAFE WITH US OF BRAKING SYSTEMS

SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR APPLICATION

Stromag is a world leading manufacturer of industrial brakes.
Constant attention to evolving needs and its effort to focus its product
development on quality and innovation allow our company to meet global
supply requirements with standard or fully customised braking systems
solutions.

Stromag is particulary active in traditional areas such as steel industry, nuclear
plants, port applications and mass transport as well as on fast-growing markets
such as offshore applications.

•
•
•
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Belt conveyors
Tower cranes
Mass transport
Theater winches

• heavy braking applications, in aggressive, high temperature and dust
laden conditions such as the Iron and Steel Industry;
• high safety requirements such as Nuclear Plants (customers in
France, Europe, China, Brazil, and South Korea);
• offshore and marine applications where reinforced anti-corrosion
protection is required against the harsh atmosphere;
• high demand rate braking such as Port Crane applications;
• smooth braking, under all conditions, for the use in conveying people;
such as Elevators, Escalators and Cable Way cars;

With more than 60 years of experience in the supply of high efficiency
braking systems, Stromag provides disc brakes certified by recognised
authorities such as DNV, ABS, TUV, Loyd’s Register and EDF. The
certification ISO9001 of our management system of Quality was
renewed under the version ISO 9001 - 2008 in 2012.

www.stromag.com

•
•
•
•

Whatever the application, even in Theatrical applications, Stromag can
supply, to ensure the best reliable performance in safety, a complete
braking solution for :

At Stromag, the accent is placed firmly upon research and
innovation. That is why every year, the company invests heavily into
Research and Development to provide leading edge products.
With in-depth knowledge and experience in all key applications and
markets, the company keeps constantly abreast of the every changing
needs and market development.
The R&D department uses unique test facilities like the braking
simulation tower and many dynamic benches allowing to test the brakes
under real operating conditions.
In a mutually beneficial way, Stromag creates a strong relationship with
its customers in order to understand their needs and provide them the
best solution. Stromag engineers and technicians are developing with its
customers the brakes of tomorrow.
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Steel cranes
Nuclear cranes
Offshore winches
Port cranes

• controlled or regulated braking, under all load conditions, for
applications such as materials handling conveyors.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC BRAKES
The fail safe electromagnetic brakes are closed by spring application and opened
electromagnetically (Electromagnetic release).
Service brake type CA2

Service brakes are installed on the high speed line of the
gearbox.
These brakes follow motor ratings and can be equipped
with a automatic wear compensation, ensuring a constant
torque whatever the wear of the lining pads.
For our electromagnetic brakes range, the braking torque
starts from 50 to 8 000 Nm, with a disc having a standard
diameter from 175 mm to 995 mm.

Emergency brakes are installed directly on the flange of the
drums, and they are the last safety device in the event of a
falling load.
These brakes are applied in case of overspeed detection,
power failure, mechanical transmission breakage or
emergency stop controlled by operator.

Emergency brake type 2SA

SERVICE BRAKES
CA2 RANGE

Braking torque 665 - 8040 N.m
Disc Ø445 to 995
The CA2 range was designed initially to
equip the iron and steel cranes with heavy
actuations, ensuring safety and reliability for
dynamic braking.
Today, the range answers the constraints
of high-performance braking, whatever the
application or conditions.
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EMERGENCY BRAKES
600 RANGE

Braking torque 33 - 1104 N.m
Disc Ø175 to 625
This economic range is composed of the 660,
650 and 645 brakes. These brakes can be
mounted with discs thickness 15 or 30 mm.
Manual wear compensation enables quick and
easy maintenance.

K/D RANGE

SA RANGE

5K Braking torque 48 - 552 N.m
45K Braking torque 287 -1188 N.m

2SA
Braking force 100 kN

OOSA
Braking force 60 kN

OSA
Braking force 31 kN

SA range is composed of OSA, OOSA, and
2SA brakes.
This last one being the most powerful
electromagnetic brake on the market. With
optimum reliability, these brakes ensure the
safe lifting of loads, essentially in the Steel
Industry, where the OSA, OOSA and 2SA have
an unrivalled reputation.

This range has low maintenance levels and
offers an incomparable reliability. When this
brake is connected to a 4205 electrical power
unit, manual lowering of loads is possible.

The SA range can be equipped with several
options such as : Hydraulic release - Breather
pot - Special paint - Steel cover for air gap
seal….

Disc Ø220 to 625
Compact and simple to adjust, the 5D/5K
brakes are the smallest electromagnetic
brakes of the range. They can be mounted
horizontally or vertically whatever the
application and they can operate up to 600
cycles (actuations) per hour.
Based on the design of 5K/5D brakes, the
45K/45D complete the range of electromagnetic service brakes.
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HYDRAULIC BRAKES
The fail safe hydraulic brakes are closed by spring application and opened electro-hydraulically.

Hydraulic brakes are more powerful than electromagnetic
range and can be used equally for the same applications or
conditions.
For our service hydraulic brakes range, the braking torque
starts from 60 to 21 270 Nm, with a disc having a standard
diameter from 150 to 995 mm.

Emergency brake type SHC

As electromagnetic brakes, hydraulic emergency brakes
are installed directly on the flange of the drums, and they
are the last safety device in the event of a falling load.
These brakes are also applied in case of overspeed
detection, power failure, mechanical transmission breakage
or emergency stop controlled by operator.

Service brake type FAV

EMERGENCY BRAKES

SERVICE BRAKES
FAV RANGE

T RANGE

DRUM BRAKE RANGE

SH RANGE

Braking force 11 - 333 kN

Braking torque 221 - 21 270 N.m
Disc Ø220 to 995

Braking torque 775 - 17 300 N.m
Disc Ø445 to 995

Braking torque 60 -11 000 N.m
Drum Ø150 to 750

The FAV range has become very popular
for use on large size cranes, where braking
torques are escalating with the increase of
crane capacities.
Extremely reliable, the FAV can be fitted with
either the ELDRO thrustor or the SIME VS type.

With the « T » fail safe range, the braking
torque is obtained thanks to its exclusive
HYDROSPRING system which offers an
incomparable braking torque stability.
The T range can be used on cranes to handle
heavy work loads and assembled with different
types of options to suit customer applications.

As a complement to our disc brakes, Stromag
offers a full range of drum brakes equipped
with Electro-Hydraulic Thrustor.
This range of brakes is proposed when the
mechanical constraints are not an overriding
factor.
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SH brakes are powerful hydraulic brakes
with a symmetrical design. They are specially
designed to operate in severe conditions.
Robust build and simplicity of operation earn
high customer approval for quality and safety.
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SHD RANGE

Braking force 11 - 333 kN

Braking force 11 - 100 kN

The SHC disc brake integrates the hydraulic
power pack and the mounting bracket into one
complete package.
Brakes of SH/SHC range can be fitted with
several options to meet customer application.

The SHD range is a monospring failsafe
emergency brake; it can be mounted on tower
crane, automotive cranes, and also on Wind
Turbines. This makes it ideal to assemble and
operate in restricted space.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY UNITS

HYDRAULIC POWER PACKS
Stromag electrical power units guarantee a fast opening
and closing time of the fail safe electromagnetic brakes.
They have an “economic” mode which decreases the
electric consumption and the heating of the brakes to
provide an efficient and long lasting solution.
Protected against overload and overcurrent, this range of
power units ensures safe, reliable and high performance of
your braking system.

AC64 & AC32

AS100

4200 & 4205

Use of emergency brakes implies a perfect control of
opening and closing times.
This is why we designed and developed special hydraulic
power packs adapted to these critical industrial constraints.

CE12L

CE8L

Tank 8 L
Max. pressure 225 bars
The new switch-mode power supply units, type
AC64, AC32 and AS100, offer high quality
and braking performance.
They are equipped with a current control
system to limit the loss of force at 30%.

AC64, AC32 and AS100 electrical power units
are available in Polycarbonate enclosure (CP) :
IP66, IK 8 or Steel enclosure (CA): IP66, IK 9.

BENEFITS
• Simplicity of adjustment and use,
• Weight and size reduced,
• Quick diagnosis of faults through the use of six leds.
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The electrical unit type 4200 is designed
to control the opening and closing of the
emergency shutdown electromagnetic brakes.
The electrical unit type 4205 includes an
additional option which allows a progressive
release of electromagnetic calipers to perform
lowering actuations.
Casing protected version (C4200) and panel
mount version (P4200) are both available.
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Tank 12 L
Max. pressure 225 bars

ST210

Tank 63 L
Max. pressure 225 bars

A COMPLETE RANGE FOR YOUR NEEDS
Whatever the type or the number of brakes necessary for your installation,
whatever the distance that separates the braking system from the power unit,
Stromag is able to provide a fitted solution to meet your needs.
Many options are available :
Enhanced security return circuit - Manual lowering with dead man safety device
Manual lowering with overspeed safety by EV - Switches indicating valves position
Clogging indicator - Oil temperature indicator - Electrical oil level indicator
Electrical box - Regulated braking by proportional limit valve.
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SIDEOS One MODULE

BRAKE DISCS AND COUPLINGS
SIDEOS One is a programmable and secure module
for speed monitoring, fitted with an efficient auto
control system which secures the overall operation
of the overspeed detection system.

As a complement to its disc brakes, Stromag
proposes three types of disc couplings to offer a
complete braking system solution.
Stromag provides solid and ventilated discs with an external
diameter from 175 to 995 mm, and a thickness of 15 mm
(monobloc disc), 30 mm (solid and ventilated) or 42 mm
(ventilated disc).

It allows to obtain, when installation is correct a speed
monitoring system secure up to category 4 with the
performance level of pL = e according to the standard
ISO/IEC 13849-1.

ASSOCIATION OF 2 SIDEOS One
Detection of any kinematic linkage break

Stand-by
brake

SDF RANGE

PERIFLEX® RANGE

SDD - SDDL RANGE

The SDF Coupling is a Double Engagement
Gear Coupling manufactured with two
flanged sleeves with internal spur gear teeth,
connected with a set of heat treated alloy
steel fasteners and meshed with accurately
matched, machined and ground crown toothed
hubs. The closely controlled quality of the
gearing profile contributes to minimum end
float to obtain the best possible alignment.

The Stromag Periflex® Shaft Coupling is
a Highly-Flexible rubber / fabric tyre type
coupling.
Due to the unique design of this coupling,
the Periflex® Shaft Coupling can overcome
extreme offsets with low transmittable forces,
and without suffering any wear. It can be
mounted and dismantled radially without the
necessity of moving the connected machines.

The SDD Coupling is a Highly-Flexible coupling
which transmits the torque through a firmly
fitted elastomeric element. It is an inserted
element type coupling allowing for easy
assembly and dismantling of the complete
coupling and cam ring.
In the standard version, the SDD coupling
is equipped with a cam ring and has an “A
shore” hardness flexible element. This coupling
can be used in temperatures of between
-30°C + 100°C.

GEARBOX

Service
brake

Emergency
brake

MOTOR

DRUM

Encoder
Overspeed

Encoder

CUSTOMER
AUTOMATISM

Speed 0-20mA

System fault

Speed switches

System fault
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Stromag Facilities
Europe

North America

Asia Pacific

Germany

USA

China

Hansastraße 120
59425 Unna - Germany
+49 (0) 23 03 102 0
Clutches & Brakes, Couplings,
Geared Cam Limit Switches, Discs,
Wind Brakes

31 Industrial Park Road
New Hartford, CT 06057 - USA
860-238-4783
Electromagnetic Clutches & Brakes

T40B -5, No. 1765 Chuan Qiao Road
Pudong 201206, Shanghai - China
Tel +86 21-60580600
Clutches & Brakes, Electromagnetic
Clutches & Brakes, Couplings, Industrial
Caliper & Drum Brakes, Discs, Geared
Cam Limit Switches, Wind Brakes

Dessauer Str. 10
06844 Dessau-Roßlau - Germany
+49 (0) 340 2190 0
Electromagnetic Clutches & Brakes
France
Avenue de l’Europe
18150 La Guerche sur L’Aubois - France
+33 (0)2 48 80 72 72
Industrial Caliper & Drum Brakes

300 Indiana Highway 212
Michigan City, IN 46360 – USA
219-874-5248
Couplings
2800 Fisher Rd.
Wichita Falls, TX
940-723-3400
Geared Cam Limit Switches,
Industrial Caliper & Drum Brakes

India
Gat No.: 448/14, Shinde Vasti, Nighoje
Tal Khed, Pune- 410 501
+91 2135 622100
Clutches & Brakes, Electromagnetic
Clutches & Brakes, Couplings, Industrial
Caliper & Drum Brakes, Discs, Geared
Cam Limit Switches, Wind Brakes

Great Britain
11 Fleming Close
Park Farm Industrial Estate
Wellingborough NN8 6UF
+44 (0)1933 675494
Electromagnetic Clutches & Brakes,
Industrial Caliper Brakes

The Brands of Altra Industrial Motion
Couplings

Electric Clutches & Brakes

Heavy Duty Clutches & Brakes

Gearing

Ameridrives
www.ameridrives.com

Inertia Dynamics
www.idicb.com

Industrial Clutch
www.indclutch.com

Bauer Gear Motor
www.bauergears.com

Bibby Turboflex
www.bibbyturboflex.com

Matrix
www.matrix-international.com

Twiflex
www.twiflex.com

Boston Gear
www.bostongear.com

Guardian Couplings
www.guardiancouplings.com

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Delroyd Worm Gear
www.delroyd.com

Huco
www.huco.com

Warner Electric
www.warnerelectric.com

Svendborg Brakes
www.svendborg-brakes.com

Nuttall Gear
www.nuttallgear.com

Lamiflex Couplings
www.lamiflexcouplings.com

Linear Products

Wichita Clutch
www.wichitaclutch.com

Overrunning Clutches

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Warner Linear
www.warnerlinear.com

Belted Drives

Formsprag Clutch
www.formsprag.com

TB Wood’s
www.tbwoods.com

Engineered Bearing Assemblies

TB Wood’s
www.tbwoods.com

Marland Clutch
www.marland.com

Geared Cam Limit Switches

Kilian
www.kilianbearings.com

Stieber Clutch
www.stieberclutch.com

Stromag
www.stromag.com

Neither the accuracy nor completeness of the information contained in this publication is guaranteed by the company and may be subject to change in its sole discretion. The operating
and performance characteristics of these products may vary depending on the application, installation, operating conditions and environmental factors. The company’s terms and
conditions of sale can be viewed at http://www.altramotion.com/terms-and-conditions/sales-terms-and-conditions. These terms and conditions apply to any person who may buy,
acquire or use a product referred to herein, including any person who buys from a licensed distributor of these branded products.
©2015 by Stromag LLC. All rights reserved. All trademarks in this publication are the sole and exclusive property of Stromag LLC or one of its affiliated companies.

www.stromag.com
Production center
Avenue de l’Europe
18150 La Guerche sur L’Aubois France

Customer service
20 allée des Erables - Villepinte
95934 Roissy C. D. G. Cedex France
Tel. : +33(0)1 49 90 32 20
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